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ABSTRACT 
This project is designed to deal the traffic clear system with density identification to avoid the delay due the 

prefixed time. With this system each side is equipped with an IR module based light sensing system. The IR sensor 

is used to detect the density of traffic in a particular side. If density is higher than the other sensor then the traffic 

signal with higher traffic density goes green. Normally the IR sensor output is low. If any vehicle present in the 

signal area, then the sensor output goes high (Gayathri & Kavitha, 2015). The microcontroller gets information from 

the sensor change and the prefixed traffic signal time duration. Atmega/ AVR -16 controller is used in this project. 

The ATMEL AVR Atmega 16 is a 40 Pin dual inline package CMOS RISC microcontroller. This system reduces 

congestion during peak hours and also helps in controlling pollution (Kavitha & Palanisamy, 2013). Movement flag 

administration when appropriately planned, worked and kept up yields huge advantages like less clog, sparing fuel 

utilization and counteracting delays. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Arduino board and adornments are effortlessly available to all clients, regardless of whether on the web or 

straightforwardly .In this present day innovation, clients can without much of a stretch get ready packs at home. 

Regarding sheets Arduino UNO is the ideal board to take a shot at. It's been depicted as an open source stage for 

gadgets ventures (Mohanapriya & Vadivel, 2013). It includes a microcontroller board that can be effortlessly open 

interfacing utilizing a simple to computerized connector or utilizing a power supply.  

Nearness IR sensors are utilized to recognize items and deterrents before the sensor. Sensor continues 

transmitting infrared light and when any articles draw close, it is identified by the sensor by observing the reflected 

light from the protest (Palanivel Rajan, 2014). It can be utilized as a part of robots for obstruction shirking &line 

supporter robot, for programmed entryways, for stopping help gadgets or for security caution frameworks, or contact 

less tachometer by measuring RPM of pivoting items like fan edges. 

Worldwide framework for versatile is a moment era cell standard created to provide food. Voice 

administrations and information conveyance utilizing computerized tweak (Palanivel Rajan, 2010). GSM 

administrations: Tele administrations: incorporate cell phones, developing calling, and so on. Information 

administrations: Incorporates SMS (short message benefit), fax, voice message, and electronic mail. Supplementary 

administrations: I/C and O/G calls, call sending, call hold, call holding up, meeting, and so forth. 

LCD-Fluid Precious stone Show For the most part utilized for show message. We are utilizing 16*2 character 

LCD (Palanivel Rajan & Dinesh, 2015). 16*2 LCD implies max 16 characters for each line can be shown and there 

are 2 lines. Single character is shown in 5*7 pixel grid RS, RW, E to any stick of your decision. D0-D3-Not 

associated. D4-D7-PIN0-PIN3, RS-reset, RW-revamp, E-empower, D3-D7-information line, Anode-+5v, Cathode-

GND. 

These are little radio modules that speak with each other over radio utilizing Zigbee convention (based on 

top of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, on the off chance that you give it a second thought). They take into account drop-

in, drop-out work organizing (Palanivel Rajan, 2016). New gadgets can be consequently identified. Also, existing 

gadgets can be expelled without upsetting the whole framework. Every radio can communicate or can address 

particular different modules. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The proposed framework depicts to conquer the issue of the road turned parking lot on crossing point at the 

Movement Flag framework is presented (Palanivel Rajan, 2012). Here the principal goal is to figure the thickness of 

vehicle out and about for stream movement easily without clog. The second target is, creating Need Based Flagging 

which gives the need to the crisis vehicles. This approach is utilized to control the activity easily. It is additionally 

useful to conquer the road turned parking lot issue to lessening the postpone issue and staying away from blockage 

(Palanivel Rajan, 2015). It additionally helps in giving the crisis administrations like Fire Unit Vehicle, Emergency 

vehicle or Police on interest at the ideal time. Activity Flag Administration when appropriately planned, worked and 

kept up yields noteworthy advantages like less clog, sparing fuel utilization. Vehicle discharges are likewise lessened 

and it additionally enhances the air quality (Palanivel Rajan, 2015). 
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Figure.1. Block Diagram 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN): With the NI remote sensor arrange (WSN) stage, you effectively can screen 

your advantages or environment with dependable, battery-fueled estimation hubs that offer modern appraisals and 

neighborhood investigation and control abilities (Palanivel Rajan & Sukanesh, 2013). Every remote system can scale 

from tens to many hubs and flawlessly coordinate with existing wired estimation and control frameworks. 

A remote sensor organizes comprises of three principle parts: hubs, portals, and programming. The gained 

information remotely transmit to the portal, which can work freely or interface with a host framework where you can 

gather, prepare, break down, and introduce your estimation information utilizing programming (Palanivel Rajan & 

Sukanesh, 2012). Switches are a unique kind of estimation hub that you can use to expand WSN separation and 

unwavering quality. 

 
Figure.2. Wireless Sensor Networks 

Characteristic Features of WSNs: A WSN can for the most part be depicted as a system of hubs that agreeably 

sense and control the earth, empowering association between people or PCs and the encompassing environment. 

WSNs these days for the most part incorporate sensor hubs, actuator hubs, portals and customers (Palanivel Rajan, 

2012). Countless hubs conveyed haphazardly within or close to the observing zone (sensor field), frame arranges 

through self-association. Sensor hubs screen the gathered information to transmit along to other sensor hubs by 

bouncing (Palanivel Rajan & Vivek, 2016). Amid the procedure of Transmission, checked information might be 

taken care of by various hubs to get to the entryway hub after multi-jump directing, lastly achieve the administration 

hub through the web or satellite. 

The client designs and deals with the WSN with the administration hub; distribute observing missions and 

gathering of the checked information (Renuka, 2013). As related advancements develop, the cost of WSN gear has 

dropped drastically, and their applications are steadily extending from the military territories to modern and business 

fields. In the interim, gauges for WSN innovation have been all around grew, for example, Zigbee Remote sensor 

systems (WSN), now and again called remote sensor and actuator systems (WSAN), are spatially disseminated self-

sufficient sensors to screen physical or natural conditions, for example, temperature, sound, weight, and so forth and 

to helpfully go their information through the system to a principle area (Sridevi & PrasannaVenkatesan, 2016). The 

more present day systems are bi-directional, likewise empowering control of sensor movement. The advancement of 

remote sensor systems was persuaded by military applications, for example, war zone reconnaissance. 

Microcontroller: A microcontroller (or MCU, short for microcontroller unit) is a little PC (SoC) on a solitary 

incorporated circuit containing a processor center, memory, and programmable information/yield peripherals. 

Program memory as Ferroelectric Smash, NOR streak or OTP ROM is regularly included on chip, and in addition a 

normally little measure of Slam (Sundaravadivu and Bharathi, 2013). Microcontrollers are intended for inserted 

applications, as opposed to the microchips utilized as a part of PCs or other broadly useful applications comprising 

of different discrete chips. Microcontrollers are utilized as a part of naturally controlled items and gadgets, for 

example, vehicle motor control frameworks, implantable medicinal gadgets, remote controls, office machines, 

apparatuses, control instruments, toys and other installed frameworks (Vijayprasath & Palanivel Rajan, 2015). By 

diminishing the size and cost contrasted with a plan that uses a different chip, memory, and info/yield gadgets, 

microcontrollers make it prudent to carefully control considerably more gadgets and procedures. 

Blended flag microcontrollers are normal, incorporating simple parts expected to control non-computerized 

electronic frameworks. Some microcontrollers may utilize four-piece words and work at frequencies as low as 4 

kHz, for low power utilization (single-digit factory watts or microwatts). They will for the most part can hold 
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usefulness while sitting tight for an occasion, for example, a catch press or different interferes with; power utilization 

while resting (CPU clock and most peripherals off) might be simply Nano watts, making large portions of them 

appropriate for durable battery applications. Different microcontrollers may serve execution basic parts, where they 

may need to act more like an advanced flag processor (DSP), with higher clock speeds and power utilization. 

Microcontroller 8051 has two transports for program and information. In this manner, it has two memory 

spaces of 64K X 8 estimate for both projects and information (Vivek, 2016). It has a 8 bit handling unit and 8 bit 

aggregator. It likewise incorporates 8 bit B enroll as fundamental handling pieces. It likewise has some other 8 bit 

and 16 bit enroll. Microcontroller 8051 has an implicit Slam for interior preparing. This memory is essential memory 

and is utilized for capacity of brief information. It is unstable memory, i.e. its substance gets vanished when the 

power is killed. 

Central Processor Unit (CPU): As you may realize that, the CPU is the cerebrum of any preparing gadget. It screens 

and controls all operations that are performed in the Microcontroller. The client has no power over the work of the 

CPU. It peruses program written in ROM memory and executes them and do the normal assignment. 

Interrupts: As its name recommends, Interrupt is a subroutine call that interferes with the Microcontroller's primary 

operation or work and makes it execute some other program which is more vital around then. The component of 

Interrupt is extremely valuable as it aides in instances of crisis. Interferes with gives us a system to put on hold the 

progressing operation, execute a subroutine and after that again continues ordinary program execution. 

The Microcontroller 8051 can be in a manner that it incidentally ends or delay the principle program at the 

event of intrudes (Vivek & Palanivel Rajan, 2016). At the point when a subroutine is finished, then the execution of 

primary program begins of course. There are five intrude on sources in 8051 Microcontroller. 2 of them are outside 

interferes with, 2 time hinders and one serial port intrudes. 

3. CONCLUSION 

Traffic density with accident identification using WSN is proposed in this paper. This project is designed to 

deal the traffic clear system with density identification to avoid the delay due the prefixed time. In this project AVR 

16 at mega microcontroller was used. The IR sensor has a light source, which bounces the infrared light from the 

objects to the sensor. The ultrasonic range finer sensor produces the high frequency sound waves and calculates the 

echo time, to determine the distance.  
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